Abstract-We propose a novel and robust color object detection and localization algorithm. Without a priori information about the number of objects, our method can detect all the objects with similar color feature in template. An improved histogram backprojection algorithm is used to find the object candidate regions. The weighted histogram intersection is used to verify the presence of objects. With the color feature in template, our method can detect and locate the objects accurately, get the number of objects, estimate their scales and orientations. Our experimental results on outdoor images obtained under different environments verify the effectiveness of our algorithm
INTRODUCTION
Object detection and localization is one of the most important topics in computer vision. The challenges in object detection problem include: (1) choose a suitable representation of the object, (2) an effective search mechanism (that brings the object into view), (3) the ability to recognize an object when it comes into view. These problems have received a large amount of attention in the literature, and the geometric solutions are still the dominating strategy, such as the interpretation tree [1] and geometric invariance [2] . Object geometry is less reliable at low spatial resolutions and has expensive computation. Compared to object geometry, color provides the powerful information for object detection, and it is robust to a change in viewing direction, object geometry, and the direction of the illumination. Besides, color also has robustness to object occlusion and cluttering. So, color-based algorithms should be paid much more attention. For color-based object detection, several methods were developed. A simple and effective recognition scheme is to represent and match images on the basis of color histograms proposed by Swain and Ballard [3] . This method is called histogram backprojection which determines a confidence value for each image pixel. The peaks in the confidence space after smoothing correspond to the object candidate. This work made a significant contribution in introducing color for object recognition. Wixson and Ballard [4] used a camera mounted on a robot arm to locate the landmarks on the walls of a room, and for each camera gaze, a confidence based on the ratio of color populations is calculated to determine object presence. However, color proportion ratios are not robust to object occlusion. Vinod et al. [5] used histogram and discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients to represent object. The color histogram intersection [6] is used to verify object presence. Since illumination will cause shift values in the color histogram bins, histogram intersection is unreliable. Therefore, Vinod's method is unstable. Schettini [7] performed firstly a search for an object with a similar shape then used color histogram intersection for color object match verification. This algorithm deteriorates at low spatial resolution, because the shape is unreliable. Matas et al. [8] used a color adjacency graph (whose nodes represent model colors and edges encode information about the adjacency of colors and their reflectance ratios) to identify object hypotheses and the color region adjacency graph for object match verification, Matas et al.'s graph search process is computationally expensive, but it can represent 3-dimensional deformable objects with perspective distortions. Paul A. Walcott and Tim J. Ellis [9] proposed a color object search algorithm, which included three stages: cue generation, region growing and hypotheses ranking, and this algorithm depended on its color image segmented section and had expensive computation. Many chosen parameters influenced its flexibility. Gael jaffre and Alain Crouzil proposed non-rigid object localization from a color model using meanshift, however, a prior knowledge about the scale remains needed in meanshift algorithm.
In this paper, a novel object detection and location algorithm is proposed. An improved histogram backprojection is used to find the candidate target regions. Then the weighted histogram intersection is used to verify object presence. At last, the object region can give a cue to determine the scale and number of objects. We adopt the c1c2c3 color model [11] , it is invariant to a change in viewing direction, object geometry and illumination. The flow chart of the whole algorithm is shown in Fig.1 .
II. COLOR OBJECT DETECTIONL

A. Color space selection and quantification
The two most important factors affecting the efficiency of any algorithm used in color space processing are the chosen color space and its quantization. Theo Gevers [11] presented a comparison on different color models to achieve on both invariant and discriminatory recognition of multicolored objects. L.A Cornelissen [12] investigated the influence of the different color spaces and the bin sizes on the landmark detection. Following the notation of them, while in order to ensure the accuracy and stability of our technology, we choose the c1c2c3 color model with 16 bins. RGB color model can be changed into the c1c2c3 color model by equation (1)(2)(3). 
B. Improved histogram backprojection
Histogram backprojection determined a confidence value for each image pixel. Peaks in the confidence space after smoothing corresponded to object hypotheses. A color object as the template is necessary. the colors that appear in other objects besides the target are deemphasized, so that they are less likely to distract the search mechanism. The bandwidth of the color histogram of the target is narrow and the correspondence of the background is wide. We computed BPI from the template and image histograms, then backprojected it onto the image, and replaced the image values with the corresponding BPI values. The backprojected image is then convolved by a mask, which for compact objects of unknown orientation could be a circle with the same areas as the expected area subtended by the object [3] . The peak in the convolved image is the expected location of the target, provided the target appears in the image. So in theory, the candidate object regions should have larger values and become brighter. But from the (4), analysis shows that the color C may have the following two conditions. The color value C is in the template, and there are more regions which have the color value C in the background of the images, so, in the equation, the denominator becomes larger, the values of BPI are smaller, the target areas in the backprojected images are much gloomier. The color value C is in the background of the template, and there are less regions which have the color value C in the background of the images, so, in the equation, the denominator becomes smaller, the values of pro and BPI are larger, the target areas in the backprojected images are brighter.
When the above two conditions happen at the same time, the values of the object regions are smaller than that of the background of the model. So, in the backprojected images, the brighter areas may not be the targets, as shown in Fig.2 (b) . The darker regions may not be the background. This will bring a lot of trouble in object detection.
In order to overcome these drawbacks of histogram backprojected algorithm, we adopt the background-weighted histogram [13, 14] as the representative of the model. Higher weights will be assigned to pixels nearer to the region center, and lower weights will be assigned to color features that belong to the background . 
The background-weighted histogram diminishes the importance of background pixels which have low u v . The new target model [13] representation is then defined:
Where δ is the Kronecker delta function, 0 x is the center of the model, and ( ) k x is an isotropic kernel with a convex and monotonic decreasing kernel profile. The normalization constant C is expressed as 2 0
We know that many pixels in the template belong to the target, and there are some pixels which belong to the background. So in the histogram of the template, the amplitudes of the background pixels are less than the target. If we extend this conclusion to the whole image, in the corresponding backprojected image, the values of the object areas are greater than that of the background regions, and the object area is always local maxima. According to the normalized histogram of the template in equation (8), we can get another probabilistic image with the equation (9) . It can overcome the drawbacks of the histogram backprojected algorithm. This can be seen from Fig.2 (c) .
With the improved histogram backprojected algorithm, we obtain a new probabilistic image. Among it, the bright regions are the similar objects, the dark areas correspond to the background, and its histogram is shown in Fig.2 (f) . Compared with histogram of the original backprojected image, as shown in Fig.2 (e) , we can see that many pixels in the background have low values and big amplitudes, the pixels which belong to the target have larger values. This gives us a cue to segment the candidate objects. Labeled with blue circle, we can see a satisfactory result in Fig.2 (d) . After segmentation, there are some noisy points and small regions. They will bring trouble in the following process. Firstly, we use the morphological operation to remove noise, and in the following, we label the connected components in the binary image and obtain different regions. If the size of the regions are less than a threshold (the value is 80 in this paper), they will be discarded. At last, if the distances of the remaining regions are smaller than a threshold, the regions will be merged and constitute a bigger region. The remaining regions are the candidate object regions.
C. Weighted histogram intersection
We find the correspondence of the candidate regions in the original image, and compute their color histogram. Let i L and i M be the counts in bucket i for a candidate region and the template respectively, the matching value is:
Where n is the number of bucket in the histogram, i w is the weight which can be chosen as
M L to correspond to the confidence values of backprojection, and weights increase the selectivity of this method by making the measure sensitive to some important colors. If there are no similar targets in image, the candidate regions maybe occur. The weighted histogram intersection will discard them, because the matching value is small.
III. COLOR OBJECT LOCALIZATION
After objects detection, the localization of objects is necessary. The moments are used to locate the objects in the discrete probability image. ( , ) I x y is the intensity of the probability image at ( , ) x y . According to the zeroth and first moments, we can get the localization of the object regions, steps are as follows:
(1)Compute the zeroth moment 
The orientation of the detected object is also easy to obtain by using the second moments, the second moments are: By the ratio between the area of the detected object regions and the original template, we estimate the scale of the objects automatically.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
We applied the proposed method to images obtained in different environments, and the experimental results are satisfactory. Our method can detect and locate the object, besides, it can also get the number of the objects and estimate their scale. In this paper, the detected objects are labeled with red, and blue lines stand for the width and height of the objects, the major axis stands for the orientation of the object. The resolution of experimental images is 640*480. In Fig.3 , the red region in the color checker is chosen as template. We hope to detect and locate it in the color checker. The images are obtained from different viewpoints and illumination conditions, the scale of the color checker change with large rotation. Under the challenging environment, our method can detect and locate the object accurately. In Fig.4 , we select the dark red car as the template, during images, the scale of the car changes dramatically during the image sequence, even only some sections of the car remain in the image. The experimental result is encouraging. We can find and locate the object, and estimate its scale and orientation. In the following experiments, we detect the unknown number of the targets in images. The light red car is chosen as the template. In the former images, the car is occluded by trees, only some sections appear in the image. Our method can detect and locate it, but the estimated scale is not accurate. In the following images, some cars come into view. The proposed method can not only detect and locate the objects, but give their number, estimate the scale of the objects. This further validates the effectiveness of our algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel and robust object detection and location technology. Experimental results obtained under different outdoor environments show that our method can not only detect and locate the object, but give the number of objects, and estimate its scale and orientation. An improved histogram backprojection algorithm is used to find the candidate target regions. The weighted histogram intersection is used to verify object presence without the prior information about the number of objects.
In the future work, we can introduce the color invariant to the proposed method to decrease the affect of different color illuminations.
